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Abstract

Extratropical cyclones are responsible for most of the precipitation and wind damage in the midlatitudes during the cold season, but there are still uncertainties on how they will change in a warming climate. An ubiquitous problem amongst General Circulation Models (GCMs) is a lack of cloudiness over the southern oceans that may be in part caused by a lack of clouds in cyclones. We analyze CloudSat, CALIPSO and AMSR-E observations for 3 austral and boreal cold seasons and composite cloud frequency of occurrence and precipitation at the warm fronts for northern and southern hemisphere oceanic cyclones. We find that cloud frequency of occurrence and precipitation rate are similar in the early stage of the cyclone life cycle in both northern and southern hemispheres. As cyclones evolve and reach their mature stage, cloudiness and precipitation at the warm front increase in the northern hemisphere but decrease in the southern hemisphere. This is partly caused by lower amounts of precipitable water being available to southern hemisphere cyclones, and smaller increases in wind speed as the cyclones evolve. Southern hemisphere cloud occurrence at the warm front is found to be more sensitive to the amount of moisture in the warm sector than to wind speeds. This suggests that cloudiness in southern hemisphere storms may be more susceptible to changes in atmospheric water vapor content, and thus to changes in surface temperature than their northern hemisphere counterparts. These differences between northern and southern hemisphere cyclones are statistically robust, indicating A-Train-based analyses as useful tools for evaluation of GCMs in the next IPCC report.
1. Introduction

Extratropical cyclones produce the bulk of the cold season precipitation in middle and high latitudes and are key contributors to the meridional transport of energy between the equator and the poles. Though the large scale structure and evolution of these storms are well understood, it is still unclear what effect changes to the Earth’s climate will have on these systems. This is in part due to the complex interaction between a projected poleward shift in the storm track, increased atmospheric water vapor content (and consequent increases in latent heat release), and potential changes in the large scale modes of variability (e.g., the Southern Annular Mode; IPCC, 2007). The results of general circulation model (GCM) simulations of future climates indicate a decrease in the number of extratropical cyclones, but disagree on future changes in their intensity (Lambert and Fyfe, 2006; Bengtsson et al. 2009). Examination of reanalysis datasets from recent decades indicates a decrease in the number and an increase in the intensity of storms (e.g. Simmonds and Keay, 2000; Graham and Diaz, 2001). Analysis of 25 years of cloud observations reveal a poleward shift of the storm tracks in both hemispheres of an amplitude much larger than predicted by current GCM (Bender et al., 2011). Persistent uncertainties in cyclone modeling are in no small part due to the fact that frontal scales cannot be fully resolved at the current spatial resolution of most GCMs.

In addition to disagreement on changes to storm structure, most GCMs produce cloud amounts in midlatitude oceans that are too low compared with observations. This may explain a tendency for most of the models that formed the basis of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 4th assessment to overestimate the amount of solar radiation absorbed in midlatitude oceans (Trenberth and Fasullo, 2010). Naud et al.
(2010) found that one general circulation model did not form enough clouds across cold and warm fronts, partly because of its coarse spatial resolution. Another model tested by Field et al. (2011) was also found to produce less clouds poleward of the low than observed with CloudSat (Stephens et al., 2002). It is unclear whether anomalously large oceanic solar absorption is predominantly due to insufficient storm activity or to deficient representation of cloud processes. A consistent result from the aforementioned studies is the fact that this problem appears to be particularly acute over the southern oceans, though progress in this region has been hampered by a relative lack of data from ground-based observing systems.

Satellite observations have been used to study the precipitation and cloud distributions in midlatitude cyclones, but most studies have focused on the northern hemisphere (Lau and Crane 1995, 1997; Klein and Jacob, 1999; Bauer and Del Genio, 2006; Naud et al., 2006). These, along with more recent studies that have examined both hemispheres (Field and Wood, 2007; Gordon and Norris, 2010), have employed passive instrumentation that provides information only at cloud top. Active instruments that provide full atmospheric profiles have recently been used to study cloudiness and radiative fields in the Southern oceans (Mace, 2010; Haynes et al., 2011), but cyclones were not specifically studied. Berry et al. (2011) recently reported significant asymmetry in the occurrence of fronts in the southern and northern hemispheres, but they did not analyze cloud and precipitation fields associated with these regions. Govekar et al. (2011) studied the three dimensional distribution of clouds and precipitation using active instruments in southern hemisphere cyclones, but no comparison was made to their northern counterparts.
The results presented by Berry et al. (2011) highlight the fact that, while the processes that lead to cyclone formation are not expected to differ between the two hemispheres, intrinsic geographic differences may cause differences in cyclones that will affect their associated cloud and precipitation fields. For example, Eckardt et al. (2004) found that most cyclones in the NH winter were accompanied by a strong warm conveyor belt, but this was not always the case in the SH winter. Such differences include the presence of a land/sea contrast and mountains in the northern hemisphere, and the proximity of Antarctica to the southern hemisphere storm track. Differences in topography and land-ocean distribution also affect the amplitude and propagation of upper tropospheric/lower stratospheric Rossby waves, which in turn affect cyclone structure and evolution. If improvements are to be made to GCM representations of midlatitude cloudiness, it is first necessary to understand (1) the morphological differences between northern and southern hemisphere storms, (2) the processes that underlie these differences, and (3) the sensitivity of cyclone clouds and precipitation to changes in the environment.

To the best of our knowledge, a study of the differences in cloud and precipitation between northern and southern hemisphere cyclones that includes a view of the internal structure of frontal clouds has not yet been conducted. Such an analysis is now possible using a stream of new observations that offer a three-dimensional view of the distribution of cloud and precipitation in midlatitude cyclones. In this study, we use observations from three instruments in NASA’s A-Train constellation to investigate the difference in cloud occurrence and precipitation across warm fronts and in the warm sector of northern and southern hemisphere cyclones. Cloud vertical profiles are obtained jointly from the
active radar and lidar sensors on CloudSat (Stephens et al., 2002) and CALIPSO (Winker et al. 2009), and liquid water path, precipitable water vapor, and precipitation rate are retrieved from the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for the Earth Observing System (AMSR-E; Kawanishi et al., 2003).

We focus our attention on the warm frontal portion of the storm, as this region produces most of the precipitation in the cyclone (e.g. Eckhardt et al., 2004), and is characterized by copious cloud cover. In addition, warm fronts comprise the poleward end of the warm conveyor belt airstream, which transports moisture from the boundary layer on the equatorward side of the cyclone to the upper troposphere on the poleward side of the cyclone, and is the mechanism responsible for most of the precipitation (Eckhardt et al., 2004). We only consider cold season cyclones to avoid the inclusion of mesoscale summer-specific systems, and focus only on oceans, to avoid comparing land systems from the northern midlatitudes with ocean systems in the southern midlatitudes. Using NASA’s Modern Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA; Rienecker et al., 2011) outputs, we first constrain the dynamics and thermodynamics of northern and southern hemisphere cyclones, then proceed to a comparison of the observed cloudiness and precipitation distribution.

2. Datasets

The CloudSat Cloud profiling radar (CPR) provides full vertical profiles of cloud location. The vertical cloud mask is produced in synergy with the cloud mask of the lidar CALIOP onboard CALIPSO. The lidar is more sensitive to thin and tenuous clouds but gets attenuated in thick clouds and as such is a perfect complement to cloud radar observations. The joint cloud mask product is called GEOPROF-LIDAR (Mace et al,
2009) and provides cloud locations at 250 m vertical and 1.1 km horizontal (along track) resolution. In addition, surface rain rates retrieved from the CloudSat CPR are available in the PRECIP-COLUMN files (Haynes et al., 2009).

Coincident measurements from AMSR-E provide two-dimensional views of retrieved precipitable water (here referred to as precipitable water vapor, PWV; Wentz and Meissner, 2004), liquid water path (LWP), and surface precipitation rate (Wilheit et al., 2003). In our analysis, retrievals are only used if over ice-free oceans. Radars perform better than microwave radiometers for light rain but the latter are better for heavy rain. Use of both instruments allows us to incorporate a wide range of precipitation types.

To complement the A-Train observations, we use the MERRA reanalysis (Rienecker et al., 2011) outputs of temperature, geopotential heights, relative humidity (RH), vertical velocity (ω) and horizontal wind profiles, along with skin temperature and mean sea level pressure (SLP) every 6 hours at a resolution of 0.5°x0.667° (except for RH and ω that are available at 1.25°x1.25°).

Finally, the NASA MAP climatology of midlatitude storminess (MCMS; Bauer and Del Genio, 2006) database provides the location and track of midlatitude cyclones for the entire period covered by the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011). The MCMS algorithm looks for sea level pressure local minima (within a 3x3 grid box area), and tracks them over time. To be retained in the database, cyclones must travel less than 720 km between two 6-hourly time steps but, during their lifetime, must travel a total of at least 700 km, last at least 24 hours, and reach a minimum in sea level pressure no greater than 1010 hPa. Here, we decided to call “cyclone” each individual 6-hourly snapshot
along the track. For example, a system that lasted 2 days and was detected for 8 consecutive 6-hourly time steps will provide 8 “cyclones” in our database.

The observations and reanalysis fields are collected for three austral cold seasons (MJJAS 2007 to 2009) and three boreal cold seasons (NDJFM 2006 to 2009) over oceans in the latitude bands 20º-60º N/S.

3. Method

The location of warm fronts is first determined using MERRA 850 mb temperature and geopotential heights based on a method introduced by Hewson (1998). The fronts are located using the spatial rate of change of the gradient of 850 mb potential temperature. The divergence of this quantity should be null at the front. In addition, Hewson (1998) suggests also applying two masks, one that ensures that the gradient is large enough and the other that the rate of change of the gradient is above a minimum threshold. Warm and cold fronts are located using these three conditions. The warm fronts are then paired with a MCMS low pressure center if the nearest MCMS low is to the west and within 15 degrees of the center of the front. We then check if there is an intersection between this front and the CloudSat orbit within ±3 hours. We only retain cyclones with a center over the ocean, and also remove cyclones for which the entirety of the warm front is over land (this mostly affects the eastern side of the northern hemisphere ocean basins but has the added advantage of removing the influence of the Rocky Mountains on frontal detection). Finally, because we do not want to include polar lows or tropical depressions, we exclude cyclones occurring poleward of 60º or equatorward of 20º latitude.
For the three austral cold seasons, warm front transects were identified in 1442 southern hemisphere (SH) oceanic cyclones and in 574 northern hemisphere (NH) oceanic cyclones during the three boreal cold seasons. Figure 1a shows the distribution of cyclone center latitudes in absolute value in both hemispheres. For our comparison, we would like to avoid biases due to (1) large differences in sample size and (2) very different latitudinal distributions. In order to compare mean cyclone properties and processes that occur at the scale of a given cyclone, we need to reduce the impact of large-scale differences as much as possible. Specifically, cyclones close to 60° N/S or 20° N/S are exposed to different moisture amounts, surface temperature, and tropopause height, so we constrain the absolute latitude distributions so they are comparable between the two hemispheres. This ensures that the cyclones do not form in significantly different dynamical environments. In order to do so, we sub-sample the SH dataset by randomly selecting cyclones in 5° (absolute) latitude bands until the number of SH cyclones per band is approximately equal to the number of NH cyclones in the same band. This resulted in 581 cyclones in the SH subset. The dotted-dash line in figure 1a shows the distribution of cyclone center latitudes for the random subset of SH cyclones and demonstrates how the NH and SH subset cyclones are similarly distributed. Figure 1b shows the cyclone pressure center skin temperature distribution for NH, SH full set and SH subset. Temperatures near low pressure centers in the SH random subset are very similar to those in the NH dataset, though it can be seen that SH temperatures are consistently a few degrees colder. Unless otherwise stated, the SH subset will be used for comparison with NH for the remainder of this study. Although the full SH dataset will not be used for comparison with NH, we find that the differences described below
between the NH and the SH subset are significantly greater than the differences we find between the full SH dataset and the SH subset (not shown).

Three types of composites are used. First, we construct two dimensional vertical transects along the perpendicular to and centered on the warm front. CloudSat-CALIPSO cloud frequency of occurrence transects are composited this way. Similarly, CloudSat surface precipitation rates are composited along a line perpendicular to the front. For these two types of composites, because the CloudSat orbit is not strictly perpendicular to the warm fronts (the average angle is $70^\circ \pm 25^\circ$ in SH and $66^\circ \pm 29^\circ$ in NH), the observations are sorted based on their distance to the warm front and averaged into a grid of $0.2^\circ$ horizontal resolution and $250$ m vertical resolution. A more detailed explanation is available in Naud et al. (2010). Note that since the intersection can occur at a wide range of distances from the low, our composite includes transects that are in the zone of maximum precipitation, as well as transects close to the eastern edge of the warm front. Because the distribution of distances between the intersection and the low center is very similar between the two hemispheres (not shown), this decision has negligible impact on our conclusions. The third kind of composite is the cyclone centered plan view (e.g. Bauer and Del Genio 2006, Naud et al. 2006 or Field and Wood 2007), which is used here for AMSR-E retrievals and MERRA fields. These composites are constructed here on a polar grid, with coordinates defined by the angle from the warm front and the radial distance from the low pressure center. This allows us to align the warm fronts along the horizontal axis, and to plot the data on an equidistant grid. The angle of rotation is similar between the two hemispheres, with a standard deviation of about $20^\circ$ and an average of less than $1^\circ$. 
To some extent, the averages obtained in the composites depend on the method employed to select the observations and reanalysis fields. For example, the spatial resolution of the reanalysis temperatures used to detect the warm front locations matters, as the more precise the front location, the more precise the intersection with the CloudSat orbit. Thus, to evaluate if the differences we find between NH and SH composites are significant we ran a series of tests in which we changed the inputs and their resolution before identifying warm fronts. Tests included use of different spatial resolution (0.5º vs. 1º) in the reanalysis used to detect the fronts, different reanalysis temporal resolution (3 vs. 6 hourly), variations in the time difference between the front detection and the CloudSat orbit (1.5 vs. 3 hours), different sample sizes (100 vs. 300 cyclones), different reanalysis data used for cyclone location (NCEP vs ERA-interim), different reanalysis used for front detection (MERRA vs NCEP), and different setups for frontal detection (numerical technique, thresholds). These experiments yielded an ensemble of varying composites, and we used the maximum difference between all of the composites as a threshold above which differences between NH and SH can be deemed significant. This “noise level” was obtained for the CloudSat-CALIPSO cloud occurrence composite, the CloudSat precipitation, the AMSR-E LWP, PWV, and precipitation rate and MERRA 850 mb winds. In addition, for the CloudSat cloud frequency composites, we assume a binomial distribution, assuming that all transects are independent realizations, and conduct a binomial test to only keep differences significant at the 95% level, as described in Naud et al. (2010). For AMSR-E PWV and MERRA 850 mb wind speeds, the distribution per grid cell is log-normal and a student’s t-test is performed on the natural logarithm of the data. Only differences significant at the 95% are plotted. For the
CloudSat precipitation rates, the distribution is exponential (i.e. Poisson process) and therefore for each column across the warm fronts we calculate the 95% confidence interval and deem the difference between two sets of data to be significant at the 95% level if the two intervals do not overlap.

All cyclones with an A-Train warm front transect are sorted according to their age, and divided into three distinct periods. Onset and peak divide equally the period between the first time the cyclone is detected and the time at which it reaches peak intensity (minimum in sea level pressure). Dissipation is defined as all the time steps from immediately after the peak until the last time the cyclone is detected.

4. Comparison between NH and SH cyclones

In this section, we compare the dynamics and skin temperature distribution of the cyclones for the whole NH dataset and the SH subset. We then proceed to partition both datasets according to cyclone age and re-examine the dynamic and thermodynamic characteristics, the system wide precipitation rates and LWP, and the amount of clouds and accompanying surface precipitation at the warm front during onset and peak. We then compare cloudiness at the warm front when all of the cyclones are combined regardless of cyclone age.

a. Comparison of cyclone dynamics and skin temperature

The cyclone-centered composites of mean sea level pressure combined with composites of 850 mb potential temperatures are shown in Figure 2 alongside composites of 500 mb vertical velocity and 500 mb geopotential heights for both the NH and SH. Everywhere around the cyclone centers, mean sea level pressures are lower in the SH
than the NH. This feature has been well documented, but, as Field and Wood (2007) explained, the deviation from the mean sea level pressure is equivalent between the two hemispheres. This equivalence in deviation is also observed in our datasets (not shown). There is a hint that the SLP distribution is more zonal in SH, and it seems that cyclones in the NH more often have a parent low to the north east. The mean potential temperatures at 850 mb are similar in value, but the composites reveal the region with highest potential temperature occupies a narrower area equatorward of the low in the SH compared to the NH. The cross-front gradient in potential temperature is stronger in the NH, and there is a much more pronounced thermal ridge in the northern hemisphere cases compared with SH.

Vertical velocity composites (Figs. 2b, 2d) show ascending (negative omega) motions to the east of the low that extend west- and equator-ward along the cold fronts and a zone of descending (positive) motion to the west of the low. The ascending velocities are more vigorous in the NH than the SH, while the descending velocities are nearly identical, though there is a region of slightly larger downward vertical velocity west of the surface cyclone in the SH. The composite pattern of geopotential height at 500 hPa is similar between the two hemispheres but with lower heights in the SH than the NH, consistent with the difference in SLP.

The composites of MERRA skin temperature (Figure 3) also show that the sub-sampling performed on the SH dataset produces a range in temperature that is similar between the two hemispheres. Consistent with plots of 850 hPa potential temperature (Fig. 2) the shape of the distribution differs, as a thermal ridge is more pronounced in the NH composite. Also, the sub-sampling of SH cyclones did not completely eliminate
differences in warm sector skin temperatures (Fig. 3c), but these are no greater than 4 K, and only about half of the difference found between NH and the full SH dataset (that exhibits a similar zonal distribution, albeit with colder temperatures; not shown). The more vigorous upward vertical motions in the NH and the wider region of warm potential and skin temperatures equatorward of the low suggest that poleward transports of moisture might be more vigorous in the NH than SH.

b. Cyclone life cycle

Composite thermodynamic and vertical velocity fields indicate that, even if we constrain the NH and SH datasets so that they have similar latitudinal and temperature distributions on average, the cyclones are still dynamically different. Therefore, we now partition composites according to cyclone age as described above to examine whether differences are concentrated early or late in the cyclone life cycle.

There were 155 occurrences of cyclones at onset in the NH, 289 at peak and 111 in the dissipation stage for the 3 seasons examined, while there were 169 at onset, 266 at peak and 146 at dissipation in the SH. The hemispheric frequencies are thus fairly consistent and each stage is equivalently represented. We find overall that SH cyclones travel a shorter distance in latitude than those in the NH dataset. This is contrary to the overall average per hemisphere when considering all cyclones available in the MCMS database, as SH cyclones tend to travel longer spans of latitude than NH cyclones. Because we retain only those cyclones that exhibit a strong enough temperature gradient for the warm front to be detected, our data sets contain the most active cyclones that apparently tend to travel longer meridional distances in the northern hemisphere.
We focus on onset and peak because 1) dissipation comprises a wide range of situations (various distinct stages of occlusion) and 2) the differences we find between the two hemispheres in the dissipation stage strongly resemble those described here for peak.

To examine the poleward transport of moisture at onset and peak in the warm sector, we calculate the moisture flux as the product of AMSR-E PWV and MERRA 850 mb wind speed. Figure 4 shows the moisture flux composites for NH and SH at onset and peak. Figure 4a and 4b demonstrate how at onset the fluxes are similar in both hemispheres, with a slightly greater maximum close to the low in NH but greater fluxes in the SH away from the low. In fact, at onset the SH winds are slightly stronger than in the NH, although the difference is below the 95% significance level (Figure 5c). As such, the relatively lower amounts of PWV in SH (Fig. 5a) may be compensated by slightly more vigorous winds (Figure 5c) that allow the moisture flux to be similar to that of the NH. The larger differences in PWV far equatorward of the cyclone center at onset (Figure 5b) likely reflects the poleward movement of NH storms; NH cyclones travel further from the equator than do their SH counterparts.

The amount of moisture in the warm sector decreases throughout the cyclone life cycle in both hemispheres (Figure 6a, b), in part because cyclones move poleward and thus away from typical water vapor source regions. The fact that the PWV does not change as much between onset and peak in the SH as in the NH may be due to a combination of a smaller meridional southern hemisphere PWV gradient, along with a more zonal trajectory for SH storms. In both hemispheres, the geographic extent of precipitation rates above 4 mm day$^{-1}$ and LWP above 0.12 mm, for example, increase in
the warm front and warm sector as the systems evolve (+55% of the onset area and +54%
respectively for NH, and +19% / +46% for SH), but the overall magnitude decreases
(Figs. 7 and 8). Simultaneously, wind speeds increase, with a maximum at peak (Figs. 6
c, d), but the increase is much larger in the NH than in the SH. Recall that the cyclone
mean wind speeds at peak and onset were very similar between the NH and SH (Fig. 5).

According to the study of Field and Wood (2007), cloud amount and precipitation
in midlatitude cyclones are jointly dependent on PWV and low level winds through the
warm conveyor belt. As observed in Figures 4 and 6, the large increase in wind speed as
NH cyclones evolve compensates for the large decrease in moisture and suggests that NH
cyclones are more sensitive to changes in wind speed than moisture. However, the
opposite seems to be true for SH cyclones, where changes in moisture appear to be more
influential on changes in moisture flux than are changes in wind speed. This will
certainly have a direct impact on cloud occurrence at the warm front.

To examine the relative impact of wind and PWV on the warm front cloudiness, we
partitioned the SH-subset dataset in which all cyclones are included regardless of age into
9 categories determined by the warm sector-averaged 850 mb wind and PWV (the
quadrant east and equatorward of the low pressure center). Figure 9 shows the cloud
frequency of occurrence across warm fronts for these 9 categories. An increase in cloud
occurrence in the frontal tilt can be observed as PWV increases (from bottom to top
rows). However, no clear change can be observed in the composites as wind speed
increases (from left to right columns). This suggests that SH warm front cloudiness is
more sensitive to moisture than wind. This result is sufficiently robust that we reach the
same conclusion if we use thresholds in wind and PWV established with the NH dataset,
or if we use the entire SH dataset. A similar figure was created for the NH dataset but no clear dependency on either of the parameters was evident and thus is not shown here.

The implication is that cloudiness and precipitation at the warm front are similar between the two hemispheres at onset (Figure 10 and 11), with slightly more frequent cloud occurrence in SH at the highest altitudes. However, as the cyclone evolves, cloudiness at the warm front increases at the peak stage in the NH but remains relatively constant in the SH (Figure 12), consistent with the moisture flux evolution (Figure 4). Figures 10 and 12 only show differences significant at the 95% level according to a binomial statistical test. In the NH, as cyclones evolve from onset to peak, most of the change in cloud frequency of occurrence occurs in the frontal tilt where cloud occurrence increases between onset and peak (Figure 12a), whereas cloud occurrence in the SH frontal tilt changes very little, with a slight tendency to decrease (Figure 12b). In contrast, cloud occurrence in the SH warm sector and poleward of the front increase significantly from onset to peak (Figure 12b). In addition, NH cyclones have much larger amounts of cloud poleward of the warm front in the lower and middle troposphere, possibly reflecting a greater amount of precipitation in this region (Figure 12a).

Consistent with differences in frontal cloud occurrence, mean precipitation rates increase in the NH between onset and peak but changes little in the SH (Figure 11). We verified that the small difference between onset and peak for cloud and precipitation in the frontal tilt is not caused by a close occurrence in time of onset and peak. In fact, SH cyclones classified as “onset” occur on average 36 hours prior to centers classified as “peak”. In addition, the maximum precipitation rate at onset is very similar between NH and SH storms, consistent with the similarity in frontal cloud occurrence, although the
largest precipitation rates occur within a narrower band in SH than NH. The greater NH peak precipitation rate continues into the dissipation phase. This suggests that NH and SH cyclones are very similar in the early stages of a cyclone lifetime, but that cloud distributions differ as the cyclones mature because of dynamic and thermodynamic differences in cyclone characteristics between the two hemispheres.

c. Comparison of all cyclones

In this section, we explore the implications of the differences associated with the cyclone stages on the overall cyclone properties for each hemisphere. We combine all cyclones collected in the original NH and SH-subset datasets, regardless of their age. We then examine the average wind and PWV distributions and the average cloud and precipitation distributions. We kept the constraint on latitude distribution of the SH cyclones, so we do not include discrepancies caused by a much larger number of cyclone close to the polar circle in SH.

The composites of AMSR-E PWV and MERRA 850 mb winds (Figure 13) for both hemispheres depict the expected contrast in humidity between the poleward and equatorward portions of the cyclone, the poleward half being much drier than the equatorward half (consistent with the PWV composites of Field and Wood, 2007). Overall, PWV is larger in the NH warm sector than in the SH, and smaller poleward and westward of the warm front. These differences can be partly but not fully explained by the slight differences in skin temperature in the warm sector (Fig. 3) and reflect the differences observed through the cyclone lifecycles (Figure 5). MERRA 850 mb winds reveal the flow in the poleward section of the SH cyclones to be more vigorous than in NH cyclones. The maximum in wind speed is immediately east of and on the equator side
of the low, and is of similar magnitude in both hemispheres, consistent with the similarity in the magnitude of the SLP anomaly. However, the region containing relatively high wind speed (e.g., greater than 8 m s\(^{-1}\)) is broader in the SH than in the NH.

Figure 14 shows the corresponding CloudSat-CALIPSO cloud frequency of occurrence for the NH and SH composited across warm fronts. The first two composites in Figure 14 demonstrate that both hemispheres exhibit very similar structural distribution of cloud occurrence. They both indicate a maximum in frequency at low levels across the front, although it should be noted that the observations are not reliable within the first 1 km above the surface due to high surface reflectance issues (Marchand et al., 2008). After the low levels, the next largest occurrence is seen at and in advance of the front and follows the frontal tilt. A relatively high frequency of occurrence of high-level clouds can also be seen across the front (see discussion in Naud et al., 2010). Note that the radar cannot distinguish suspended (cloud) from precipitating particles. Because precipitating particles are embedded within the clouds, the maximum in hydrometeor occurrence is found near the surface front in the zone where precipitation is at a maximum. Despite the structural similarity between frontal cloud fraction in the NH and SH, the difference in cloud occurrence at peak has an impact on the amount of clouds present at the warm front overall (Figure 14c). Differences in Figure 14c are only plotted when significant at the 95% level according to a binomial test and when greater than the maximum difference found across the multiple tests described in section 3. There is a much larger frequency of cloud occurrence poleward of the surface front in the NH, consistent with the greater amount of PWV in the NH warm sector. Differences are greatest in the frontal tilt where clouds occur more often in the NH than SH, especially
along the poleward edge where variability is greatest across cyclones, while there are more midlevel and high level clouds in the SH warm sector. Recall that, compared with SH cyclones, PWV is greater in the NH warm sector, but drier north of the warm front. Increased cloud frequency is consistent with this larger gradient in water vapor. Interestingly, we also observe greater frequency of shallow cloud at distances greater than five degrees poleward of the warm front in the NH compared with SH. Haynes et al. (2011) noted the frequent occurrence of shallow clouds in the region poleward of the cyclone in the SH and highlighted the fact that a large fraction of these clouds produce precipitation.

Figure 15 shows composites of CloudSat surface precipitation across the warm front for the NH and SH, as well as the difference between the two, with superimposed points representing where the difference is above the noise and significant at the 95% level. The difference between the NH and SH in precipitation rates is largest at the front and in the frontal zone in the cold sector, but small differences in advance of the front (Haynes et al., 2011, shallow precipitating clouds discussed above) are also significant. In the warm sector, the differences are small and rarely significant. These results are consistent with greater amounts of PWV (Figure 13) and cloud (Figure 14) in the NH warm fronts.

Finally, figure 16 shows the composite of AMSR-E precipitation rate for the entire cyclone. Consistent with the CloudSat observations the maximum in AMSR-E precipitation rate is slightly to the east of the low and poleward of the warm front in both hemispheres. As shown by CloudSat, the precipitation rate in SH warm front regions is much lower and precipitation is less widespread.
Another difference between the two hemispheres concerns the occurrence of clouds in the warm sector (Figures 12b and 14). Recall that the SH exhibits greater cloudiness in the warm sector (Figure 14), and much larger warm sector cloud fraction at peak relative to onset (Figure 12b). These clouds may be generated by convection or alternately may be advected from the region of the cold front, and could act as a PWV sink in SH. However, it is not possible to verify using the observations available to us whether the increase in warm sector cloudiness is caused by increased convective activity at peak, and if so, whether this has any impact on the cloudiness at the warm front. Model-based analysis (e.g., Sinclair et al. 2010, Boutle et al. 2010) may provide an answer to this question.

5. Conclusions

We have performed an analysis of the differences between NH and SH cyclone structure and horizontal and vertical cloud distribution using information from A-Train satellites and MERRA reanalysis. We find that, when we constrain cyclones based on their age, the hemispheres display similar cloud and precipitation distributions in the early stages of a cyclone life. At onset, the cloud frequency and precipitation in the frontal zone are similar, presumably because lower PWVs in the SH warm sector are compensated by greater wind speeds. This implies that the warm conveyor belt moisture transport is efficient enough in the SH to maintain cloud formation and precipitation at the warm front, in a similar fashion to what is observed in the NH. Between onset and peak, PWV decreases markedly in NH cyclones, but this decrease is more than compensated for by an increase in wind speed. As such, cloud occurrence and precipitation in frontal zones increases. In contrast, winds in SH storms do not increase as
much as the storm matures and this, coupled with a decrease in PWV, leads to little or no change in warm front cloud frequency or precipitation. This in part explains the increased sensitivity of SH cyclones to changes in PWV compared to changes in wind speed. Consequently, overall, cloud frequency of occurrence and precipitation rate at and poleward of the warm front are generally lower in the SH than the NH. This is accompanied by lower PWV in the warm sector, but slightly greater wind speeds at 850 mb in the SH.

The interplay between cyclone wind speed, warm sector PWV, and frontal precipitation rate and cloud occurrence has implications for the representation of cyclone-induced cloudiness in GCMs. Because of the greater sensitivity of SH cyclone cloud occurrence to changes in humidity, we speculate that in the context of a warming climate, changes in cloud cover in the southern midlatitudes may be greater than in the northern hemisphere assuming that the number of cyclones changes similarly. Robust predictions of changes to extratropical cyclone frontal structure with changing climates will require GCMs to properly represent the interaction between cyclone dynamics, atmospheric water vapor content, and frontal clouds. Future work will comprise the use of the observational datasets employed in this study to evaluate GCMs (e.g. as part of the IPCC 5th assessment), not only for the amount of clouds and precipitation they produce in midlatitude cyclones, but also for their ability to reproduce the differences in the cyclone characteristics and location between the two hemispheres, as well as the sensitivity of the observed cloudiness to changes in moisture and winds.
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Figure 1: Distribution of (a) cyclone centers as a function of absolute latitude in the NH (dashed) and SH (solid) midlatitude regions and (b) temperatures at the low pressure center. The dotted-dash line shows the SH-subset distribution obtained by randomly selecting SH cyclones in 5º latitude bands until their number matches the NH dataset.

Figure 2: Composites of MERRA SLP with $\theta_{850\text{mb}}$ and $\omega_{500\text{mb}}$ with $Z_{500\text{mb}}$ for (a, b) NH and (c, d) SH cyclones. Each field is rotated to align the warm front along the x-axis, and the rotation angles are similarly distributed between the two hemispheres.
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Figure 11: CloudSat precipitation rate across warm fronts, for cyclone onset (solid), peak (dashed) and dissipation (dotted-dashed) in (a) NH and (b) SH. The dotted line marks the position of the surface front.

Figure 12: Difference in CloudSat-CALIPSO cloud occurrence when significant at the 95% level between cyclone onset and peak in (a) NH and (b) SH. The dashed line marks the position of the surface front.

Figure 13: Composites of AMSR-E PWV and MERRA 850 mb wind for (a, b) NH and (c, d) SH. The arrows on (b) and (d) indicate the wind direction, with the size of the arrows proportional to the wind speed.

Figure 14: CloudSat-CALIPSO cloud frequency of occurrence across warm fronts in (a) NH and (b) SH, with (c) difference in cloud occurrence between NH and SH when significant at the 95% level based on a binomial statistical test. The x-axis represents the distance in degrees from the surface front indicated by the dashed line. Positive values are in advance of the front and negative values in the warm sector.

Figure 15: (a) NH (solid) and SH (dashed) composites of CloudSat surface precipitation across warm fronts. The dashed line marks the location of the surface low. (b) Difference between NH and SH precipitation rate. The (+) symbols show the
difference in precipitation rate between NH and SH when it is above the variability caused by the method and significant at the 95% level.
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